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www.luculo.es DENOMINACIÓN DE ORIGEN NAVARRA

HISTORY OF BRAND:    
Jardín de Lúculo Los Bohemios is representative of the unconventional lifestyle of 

bohemianism followed by Juan Glaría and Virginia Arranz, the creators of this 
exceptional wine. 

This lifestyle, typical of adventurers and dreamers, gives name to a fresh, fruity 
range of wines coming from the best vineyards of Navarra.

VINEYARD:    
The wine called Jardín de Lúculo Los Bohemios was prepared from old Grenache 
vines growing in the lower mountains of Navarre, where the oldest strains of this 

variety are raised

FERMENTATION & AGEING:   
After an optimal Harvest in October from our old garnacha bush vines, the grapes 

are taken to the winery for destemming. The fermentation takes place at a 
controlled temperature during 15 days. 

The malolactic fermentation is completed in concrete tanks where the wine rests 
during the winter. Then, the wine is cold stabilized and filtred before being bottled.

The Jardín de Lúculo Los Bohemios is best enjoyed young to truly experience its 
lush fruitiness.

WINEMAKER'S NOTES:   
Jardín de Lúculo Los Bohemios is a dark ruby red Garnacha wine. This soft fruity 
elegant wine presents dense aromas of red berry fruit that combines nicely with 
floral notes of violet. The fruit follows through to the palate with dark berry jam 

flavors and a touch of spices. 
The delightfully lush mid-palate segues beautifully into a long, well balanced finish.

SERVICE SUGGESTIONS:    
Try it with lamb, pizza, pasta or tapas. Serve at 16-18ºC.

AWARDS:    
90 Points, Guía Peñín 2015, Spain, vintage 2012

87 Points, R. Parker - The Wine Advocate, Issue #213, June 2014, vintage 2012
Silver Medal, San Francisco International Wine Competition 2014, vintage 2012

87 Points - Best Buy, Wine Enthusiast 2014, vintage 2012
Gold Medal, Mundus Vini 2013, vintage 2012

Type: Young red
Varieties: 100% Garnacha
Alcohol content: 13,5%
Residual sugar: 1,2 g/L

Case: 6 units
Cases per Pallet: 95
Pallet configuration: 19x5
Bottle barcode: EAN: 8437004204301 | UPC: 850617000920
Case barcode: 8437004204356 | 10850617000927


